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The QIb Chronicles: Episode 252
Manhunt: Part 14

After crashing on Gamma Pyrox II, the crew of the I.K.S. QIb escaped local custody with the help of General Elnak, who has gotten them aboard a Ferengi ship under the captaincy of Dai'mon Berk.  Just when they thought they were home and dry (drier than on the QIb, at least), Admiral Valoss caught up with them to arrest them for their supposed role in the alien attack that destroyed Admiral G'Val's ship.  After being rescued by Jacob Chalmers, a former associate of Stelakh's, the former crew of the IKS QIb now have in their possession a loaned Romulan ship, but still no plan for getting themselves out of the mess they're in, and apparently no sign of Alnar Varix, the person they were after on Gamma Pyrox II in the first place...

As the crew finish their work on testing their new ship, they set course for Gamma Pyrox. We rejoin them about three quarters of the way there...

<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: at Tac as always playing to the best of her ability as ordered ::
Jacob_Chalmers says:
@::Settles down at his personal comm station and begins keying in codes.::
FCO_Shark says:
::at the helm::
CO_Q`tor says:
::sitting in the command chair on the bridge considering the what meaning of it all is::
Yeoman_Melvin says:
::mumbles quietly to himself, twitching every few seconds as he reads the PADD of general orders::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Sets long-range scans in the general vicinity of the attack on the Halia.::
FCO_Shark says:
CO: these console are confusing me never could under stand romulan ships.
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: ETA to Gamma Pyrox?.
FCO_Shark says:
::looks around ha ha::.
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: If you could understand Romulan ships I would be worried about you.
Yeoman_Melvin says:
::walks down to the command circle slowly, still mumbling as he stands in front of the Captain and reads over the PADD one last time::
FCO_Shark says:
CO: never mind sorry I was looking at the wrong sutff.
Jacob_Chalmers says:
@::Begins broadcasting an uncoded message via long-range subspace and local carriers.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, what is your intent, once we reach Pyroxian space?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: folds her hands behind her back ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: To find Alnar Varis and take custody of him, by whatever means necessary.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::leaves enginneering, manuals in hand::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, if Mister Varis is on the planet surface, it will be difficult to locate him.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Looks down at a blinky light on his console.::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::and the 24th Century equivelant to masking tape::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Not if the Pyroxians have already done so.
FCO_Shark says:
::wounders what this button does stares at it::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I am reading an uncoded broadcast on subspace channel...on all subspace channels.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::enters turbolift::
Yeoman_Melvin says:
::looks up at the Captain, his eye twitching:: CO: HARK! Captain, here is the crew roster ::hands over the PADD with a shaky hand, mumbling quietly to himself::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: What is it saying?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Reads the transmission.::
FCO_Shark says:
CO: eta to Gamma Pyrox 2 hours.
CO_Q`tor says:
:: takes the PADD from the twitchy Yeoman:: Yeoman: Are you alright?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  ::Arching a brow.::  "We've a poor little lamb, who has lost his way", Captain.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Tracing the source of the transmission.
Yeoman_Melvin says:
::nods rapidly to the Captain, his eye twitching some more:: CO: YES sir. Just fine, CAPTAIN.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: trains her phaser on the Yeoman ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Excuse me? What is that supposed to mean?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, the transmission is originating from Chalmers Station.
FCO_Shark says:
CO: sorry sir about an hour.
EO_McGuyver says:
::on the bridge at engineering::
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: very well... best speed.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  We should return at once.  Mister Chalmers obviously has information for us, and is unwilling to transmit directly, lest the transmission be intercepted by Starfleet.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*EO_McGuyver*: I'm on my way up. I have a job for you.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Return? We're only an hour away from our destination?
EO_LtMJDoole says:
COM: Bridge.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, while Mister Chalmers is highly cavalier in his attitudes, he would not send such a transmission, to use a human expression, off-the-cuff.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sets her phaser to stun and moves from behind her console to behind the CO ::
EO_McGuyver says:
*EO_LtMJDoole*: Wonderful.::sarcastically::
FCO_Shark says:
::still looking at the button wounders what it does::
CO_Q`tor says:
::looking at the yeoman all weird and stuff:: Yeoman: Your dismissed. Maybe you should get some rest.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Returns to the transmission data.::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
:;arives at Bridge, steps off turbolift::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  There appear to be random letters embedded in the text, sir.
FCO_Shark says:
CO: yes sir I think I need some rest.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::says nothing about the sarcastic tone::
Yeoman_Melvin says:
::looks up at the CTO and shudders with digust, whispering:: CTO: phasers frighten me...::straightens up suddenly, looking almost normal except for the occasional twitch and he marches into the Turbolift:: TL: SICKBAY! It's time for my medication...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches the Yeoman intently ::
CO_Q`tor says:
:: feeling very frustrated:: CSO: very well Mister Stelakh. It had better be good.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::just shoots him a glaring look::
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Reverse course. Take us back to Chalmer's station.
EO_McGuyver says:
::shoots back::
FCO_Shark says:
::gets up and heads for the TL: TL: my quarters.
FCO_Shark says:
::steps back off the TL::
FCO_Shark says:
CO: yes sir.
FCO_Shark says:
::takes the helm::
FCO_Shark says:
::turns the ship around and sets course for Chalmer's station::
CO_Q`tor says:
::Heavy sigh::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  ::Turns his head sharply toward the captain::  Captain, the letters, though randomly placed, are as follows:  NAVRLRAIS.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: shakes her head as the yeoman leaves, standing down her phaser and retaking her station ::
FCO_Shark says:
::this buttion is really confusing me::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
:;hands him the manual to the Helm, and OPS, a rollo f tape and a marker:: EO_McGyver: Follow the layout I've marked, and relabel the consoles, so that they are understandable.
CO_Q`tor says:
::Stands up and walks over next to Stelakh.:: CSO: And what is that supposed to mean?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  ::Turns back to the computer, where his fingers dance over the console.::  I am attempting to ascertain the meaning now.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_LtMJDoole:Ok.
EO_McGuyver says:
::relabels::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::walks over to Tigs::
MO_Stitchitt says:
::watches Melvin stumble in and sighs, noting that he's late for his medication:: Yeoman: Sit down, Melvin, sit down...You shouldnt be on active duty unless you've been treated in the morning, you know the way it goes...
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Finally, after several permutations, the letters rearrange themselves into ALNARVARIS on his screen.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::stops relabeling::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  It would appear that your statement that "this had better be good" was accurate, sir.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I should say so.
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Maximum warp!
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::shows her the manual to Tactical, with the markings:: CTO: Need to relabel your console for you, Commander. Make it more understandable for you.
CO_Q`tor says:
*Engineering*: Engineering this is the Captain. I want more power from the engines!
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  While I was with Mister Chalmers, he received a communication indicating that there were several persons retrieved from the Ferengi vessel who were demanding transport.
FCO_Shark says:
::hits a few buttons:: Self: I have no idea what these do::
MO_Stitchitt says:
::picks up another hypo and sedates the Yeoman, dragging him over to the Biobed and administering a few treatments::
FCO_Shark says:
::which one is it::

ACTION: Whatever button the FCO hits, it seems to do something other than what it's labelled as...

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes the manual and turns it over dropping it unceremoniously on the deck :: EO: I don't need no stinkin manual.
FCO_Shark says:
::aaa these are really confusing me::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: get a message to Chalmers. Tell him to hold Mister Varis until we arrive for him.

ACTION: The ship goes to maximum impulse

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks Romulan coward controls, growls ::
EO_McGuyver says:
CTO:You are right.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, if I may, sending communications may be unwise.  If Starfleet were to intercept our transmissions...
FCO_Shark says:
CO: sir i guess were going max warp.
CO_Q`tor says:
::feeling the ship go out of warp:: FCO: What are you doing? I said Maximum Warp!
FCO_Shark says:
CO:sir I dont understand these darn things.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::leans over to whisper in her ear:: C'mon Tigs. Just let me do my job.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns to look at the FCO, her hands folded behind her back,her gaze like daggers ::
FCO_Shark says:
CO: I just cant find the max warp.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: use whatever code you two have worked out Mister Stelakh, but Mister Varis had better be there when we get back
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.
FCO_Shark says:
CO: Whoever translated it got a few words wrong.
EO_McGuyver says:
::hits a couple of buttons::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: You may stand down, my console is Federation standard ::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver: You might want to recheck your labeling. I do not want my enginges wrecked. I just put this bucket of bolts back together.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Begins tapping in a transmission, sends it, and pulls the main computer core's status on his monitor.::
CO_Q`tor says:
::stomps down to the helm and looks over the console before finding the button to engage the warp drive:: FCO: This one! ::hits the button::
EO_McGuyver says:
::hits a few button on his tricorder linked to the computer and hits max warp::

ACTION: The ship stops.

FCO_Shark says:
CO: nice job sir.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I am reviewing the computer core for errors.
CO_Q`tor says:
Out Loud: Quyvatlh!
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::looks down at Tactical Console:: Hmm. So it is.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Focuses on the FCO console's command codes.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::uses his tricorder to activate warp drive::

ACTION: The computer display in front of Stekalh shows all systems at 98% overalls, with functional things being at nominal status.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver:: McGyver! What are you doing over there?
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::heads for the helm::
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: You have ten seconds to get this ship back up to speed before I have you shot out of a torpedoe tube!
FCO_Shark says:
ALL: come on fix this bucket of junk.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_LtMJDoole: My Job.
EO_McGuyver says:
::wishes the CEO was here::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I am reading all systems at ninety-eight percent overalls, with functional things being at nominal status.  I believe I have found at least one of the errors.
FCO_Shark says:
CO: what do you want me to do I can't read this stuff don't scream at me.  Whoever translated it got a few words wrong.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver: Then why does the ship do the opposite of what the FCO is telling it to?
FCO_Shark says:
:finds and hits the button that looks like the warp::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: smiles at Q'tor thinking ....... torpedo tube is good ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Well then fix it!
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Attempting to correct.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
FCO: Don't touch a thing!
EO_McGuyver says:
::touches another button::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::looks at helm control:: FCO: Excuse me a minute.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Delves deeper into the programming, noting spelling errors running rampantly through the command codes.::

ACTION: The ship finally goes to maximum warp, as the FCO figures out the transposition errors on his console

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands watching the spectacle ::
CO_Q`tor says:
::turns back to the FCO:: FCO: Do NOT give me excuses! Give me results!
FCO_Shark says:
::there finally  dumb ship::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Begins correcting as he reads.::
CO_Q`tor says:
::takes a deep breath and tries to calm down a bit:: FCO: Much better!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: nods to Q'tor  ::

ACTION: Between the efforts of the CSO and the EOs, everything is finally labelled correctly, as far as everyone can make out at least.

CSO_Stelakh says:
::Stands, and approaches the CO.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, with your permission, I wish to be the first to interrogate Mister Varis.  Alone.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: perks her head up ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks the Vulcan doesn't need to be interrogating the prisoner at all ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: steps down to the command level :: CO : Sir, it is the job of the Chief Tactical officer to interrogate prisoners, sir.
CO_Q`tor says:
::looks at the CSO, still in his romuluSgnan uniform:: CSO: That might not be a bad idea Mister Stelakh. Can you act like a romuluSgnan?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Turns to the CTO::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver: Nice work.
FCO_Shark says:
CO:excuse me sir i am going to go to the holodeck and have a punching bag to take my stress out.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  With respect, Commander, I have been a Chief Tactical Officer.  Further, the Captain and I are of like minds in this instance.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: I was speaking to the Captain you may stand down.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  I believe that Mister Varis will respond readily to the interrogation I intend to conduct, Sir.
FCO_Shark says:
::takes the TL to the holodeck::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: being under the assumption that he is in the custody of the romuluSgnan may just make Mister Varis more willing to speak. If not, then trust me Commander. You will have your chance.
FCO_Shark says:
::goes into the holodeck and ask the computer to make a puching bag appears::
FCO_Shark says:
::and beat the bag senseless::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls and stomps off to her station grumbling obsenities in Klingonese under her breath ::
FCO_Shark says:
COMPUTER: end program.
FCO_Shark says:
::heads back to the bridge::
FCO_Shark says:
TL: bridge.
EO_McGuyver says:
CTO: Perhaps a little torture for our prisoner would sqeeze some info out of him.

ACTION: Time passes, and the ship arrives back at Chalmers' station

FCO_Shark says:
::walks on to the bridge and takes the helm::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, by your leave, I will meet our guest in the transporter room.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: have mister Varis transported directly to the interrogation room. I don't want him to see anything that would reveal that this vessel is not under romuluSgnan control
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls low in her chest, and thinks the Vulcan should be next out of the torpedo tube ::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::sits next to Captain, putting head in hands, sighs heavily::
EO_McGuyver says:
::takes the tactical station::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Commander, you're with me.
CSO_Stelakh says:
COMM:  Chalmers Station:  Chalmers Station, this is Varshall of the Star Empire.  We are prepared to accpet your goods.  Transmitting coordinates now.
DloraH says:
:: takes tactical as Ravenprowler stands down ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes up a position just behind the CO ::
CO_Q`tor says:
::heads to the TL to head off to watch the interrogation peep show style::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Exits the bridge, and heads for Sickbay.::

ACTION: Within a few seconds, a sparkling pattern of light, similar but not the same as a Federation transporter beam, materialises a human in the Interrogation room.

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: follows Q'tor still not very happy::.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Once in Sickbay, he uses the replicator there to replicate Tal Shiar insignia, which he applies to the uniform he's wearing.  Then, he pads over to the supply alcove and retrieves a selection of laser scalpals before heading out to the interrogation room.::
DloraH says:
:: stations tactical teams at each transporter room, covert ops style ::
Varis says:
::looks around the room, trying to keep his face from showing concern::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Stands outside the doors to the interrogation room, waiting for a few moments before entering and using the reflection in the wall comm panel to assure his Tal Shiar insignia is on straight.::
CO_Q`tor says:
::arrives just outside the interrogation room and activates a view screen to see inside:: CTO: How about a show Commander?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks come on Vulcan get this show on the road ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Wipes some non-existent dust off of the wall, resets his expression to one of rather serious disgust, and enters the interrogation room.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glares at the CO :: CO: Whatever you say, Captain.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  ::Looks at the prisoner.::  You will be seated.
Varis says:
CSO: What does the Romulan Empire want with me? ::Stays standing::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  We require information.  You are Alnar Varis.  You may be seated, ::he says, sitting down at the interrogation table across from the prisoner::, or you may be standing, but you will tell me what I wish to know.
FCO_Shark says:
::just playing with a new game on the notepad board::
EO_McGuyver says:
::pushes some random buttons::
FCO_Shark says:
::stands up and heads for the station::
CO_Q`tor says:
::watching the proceedings inside the interrogation room::
Varis says:
CSO: What could I possibly know that you want to know? ::takes a seat, cautiously::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wants to tear Varis limb from limb ::
Varis says:
::feels a shiver go up his spine::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Quietly, and with great deliberation, he begins placing laser scalpals on the table, making sure each one clicks as it touches the surface.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  You are familiar with the Tal Shiar?
CO_Q`tor says:
::has a sudden thought:: CTO: Commander, do you have a Klingon uniform?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: does not look at the CO : CO: Of course,  I am commissioned to my father's fleet.
FCO_Shark says:
::exits the ship and heads into the station::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: I meant do you have one here?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Of course that is down with the QIb.
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Hmmmm.
Varis says:
CSO: ::after a thoughtful pause:: If you're who you say you are, you'd know whether I am or not...
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  ::Waves a hand dismissively, as if to forestall the answer.::  Of course, stories are told.  ::Picks up a laser scalpal and activates it.::  You will know that we are quite successful in gaining that which we seek, Mister Varis.  Tell me everything you know about the attack on the Federation vessels, the explosion on Starbase 472, and the alien race now present in our galaxy.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Should you, of course, decline to answer, I will ::and here he almost smiles:: regretfully do what I must.
Varis says:
CSO: You assume I'm not going to tell you? 
CO_Q`tor says:
::taps his combadge:: *Engineering*: Engineering, work on getting two Klingon uniforms replicated of the appropriate rank for Commander Ravenprowler and myself. Make them Klingon Intelligence uniforms.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  You are incorrect.  I do not assume anything.  I assure you, you will.  ::Points the scalpal at him.::  In time.
FCO_Shark says:
::walks around the station::
Varis says:
CSO: Look, I'm stuck here with some alien who wants to cut me into little bits, and my.. employers.. said nothing about having to keep anything secret. Way I see it, I can tell you everything, they'll still just have you in tiny pieces eventually. 
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns to the CO an evil look in her eye:: CO: What?
EO_McGuyver says:
::replicates uniforms::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*:Done. Could you use my help? I am a Betezoid after all, if you catch my meaning.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Then weave me your tale, Mister Varis.  I am unconcerned with your employers.  They will be visited, soon enough.
Varis says:
CSO: I didnt have a difficult job. Just get hold of the freight schedules for the station, and pass them on, then rent quarters on the station and put together a little homemade device to make the destruction complete. Then get out of there. 
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Just in case being in Tal Shiar custody isn't enough. The thought of the Tal Shiar and Klingon Intelligence working together should be enough to make anybody talk.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::beams uniforms to CO::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  To whom did you pass them on?
Varis says:
CSO: So, either get on with cutting me into little pieces anyway, or let me go, you green-blooded SOB.
CO_Q`tor says:
*EO*: that won't be necessary. Just have the uniforms delivered to our locations.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Hmmm, I just want to get my hands on him.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  You have not told me all, Mister Varis.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*: Uniforms already at your location
Varis says:
CSO: I had to send the message to a set of subspace co-ordinates. I could tell you them, but I'm guessing whatever was there is long gone.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Good.  Then give me the coordinates.
Varis says:
CSO: From memory? You've gotta be kidding.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  And we were getting on so well.
Varis says:
CSO: Hook me up to one of them memory-sucker machines you lot use. I dont remember numbers, and no amount of threatening is going to help that.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: strips off her Starfleet uniform, not caring that the CO is standing right there and pulls on the Klingon uniform, straightening the spikes on her boots::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  I see.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  You agree to a search of your mind, then?

ACTION: Camera blur on Tigs.

EO_LtMJDoole says:
Self: Ok, CO doesn't want me there, I'll "help" from here. ::opens mind to what is going on in the interrogation room::
CO_Q`tor says:
::quickly changes into his new uniform::
Varis says:
CSO: Go for it. Its not like I have anything to lose, is it?
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Very well.  You will remain absolutely still.
Varis says:
CSO: Where's the machine?
CO_Q`tor says:
::watching the interrogation:: Self: Who was he working for?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Reaches across the table with a great deal of speed, and places his hand on the side of Varis' head.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looses her hair watching as it falls in cascading curls down her back ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Closes his eyes as he initiates the mind meld.::
Varis says:
CSO: What the.. hey! ::struggles::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Do not struggle.  Your thoughts to my thoughts.  Your mind to my mind.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver: Well, Varis is worried, but he is not trying to be deceptive, yet.
Varis says:
CSO: You're... not... a.... ::goes limp in the CSO's arms::
CO_Q`tor says:
::watches with interest::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*: Captain, I sense deception.
CO_Q`tor says:
*EO*: Tend to engineering Mister Doole. We have things under control here.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*: However, it is not Varis himself, rather Varis is beeing deceived with his own mind.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Probes Varis' mind, delving deep into his memories.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wishes she had her bat'leth ::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*: I don't think so, sir. I sense they're about to get beyond your control.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_LtMJDoole: I care why?
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGyver: Because he just might hold the key, to clearing our names, that's why.
CO_Q`tor says:
Self: C'mon Stelakh, get us the info we need.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_LtMJDoole: I might just like the life of a renegade.

<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>

